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11.Dec - HostingCARE: Rave Culture / free party 

movement /rights for assembly. 

At night

HOMEconcert 

12.Dec - HostingCARE: Community gardening  /

Foraging  healing plants / ecology and outdoors 

performance 
At night

CARErave  

13.Dec - CARErave  


in the afternoon -  
social cleaning - unravelling the charge - tiding up SIN.


 

14.Dec - SINbrunch  


in the afternoon -  
The Speculative Future of social resilience. What are the 

impressions?  

MORE than the possibilities of what this week will 

be is how it can resonate, with our practices and will 

of engaging and caring with the community. 

Creative and supportive spaces for encounter and 

exchange, are in the basis of a healthy and just 

social and political sphere. We thrive where 

inspiration is alive. 

 Very soon we get together!!!  And more details are 

on the way.

CARE 1 is a plot, a pilot, an experiment on 

community empowerment. The one week encounter 

that will take place in Budapest between December 

9th to December 14th 2019 , focus on how we build, 

influence and transform our large community through 

the chain of our immediate affections and our ability 

to care. An archeological gathering of the human 

ecology with great attraction for a speculative future, 

regenerative social resilience and the dance floor.


THIS project has grown entirely due to the genuine 

interest of many people, participants open their homes, 

atelier, rehearsal spaces, offer their skills and time, 

CARE1 is becoming by the acts of generosity of 

everyone involved. 

OUR main venue will be SIN art centre at Gyutacs u. 

10, 1139 Budapest 

WE are still working on how the week will be, but here 

follow a small preview of what is coming up:


9.Dec - Arrival and First meeting at evening - on the 

home of one of our colleagues. 


The following three days are fill with HostingCARE 

events, where a small group will host a space of 

exchange to the other participants, with a specific 

topic in focus. And some extra offers, usually 

happening at a different house of a participant in 

town, will take place during the evenings.


10.Dec - HostingCARE: Non-violent resistance / 

Activism history towards personal story-lines  

At night

HOMECinema, we will be screening the animation 

Ludas Matyi (1977) by Attila Dargay and the 

documentary - How to Start a Revolution (2011) by 

Ruarid Arrow. 

preview


